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Hypertexti1e SchoJarship:
Digitally Editing the BayeuxTapestry
MARTIN KENNEDY FOYS

T

he Bayeux Tapestry remains one of the
most celebrated examples of medieval
material culture, but it has never enjoyed
even the illusion of a stable or centered hermeneutic
framework. This eleventh-century textile account of the
Norman Conquest and the Battle of Hastings, over 230
feet in length and just 20 inches high, should perhaps be
regarded as more notorious than famous. For though
images of the Tapestry are continuously reproduce~
indeed, they are instantly recognizable to even the most
casual student of medieval studies--the unique and difficult character of the work itself keeps it frustratingly
resistant to easy study and, to some degree, unknowable

in any comprehensive sense.
The dilemma of studying the Tapestry is twofold. In
traditional editions of the textile, the discursive limits of
the printed page require either a sacrifice of narrative fluidity for detailed resolution, or the converse. Put another
way, in a printed edition, "readers" of the Tapestry either
are given the document in gloriously detailed, high-resolution plates that fragment the textile's continuity, or are
faced with small-scale reproductions that capture large
narrative blocks but lack any comprehensive magnified
detail.! Additionally, since its rediscovery in the 1720s and
like any complex and canonical narrative expression, the
TapestIy has generated hundreds of scholarly books and

1. The Tapestry with annotations

Martin Foys is an assistant professor of English at Florida State
University. During his graduate career at Loyola University Chicago,
he also worked as a programmer and deSigner for several Chicago
multimedia houses. He is currently at work on a study of the uses of
hypertext theory in the interpretation of medieval literature.
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articles across a wide range of disciplines, from academic
approaches of history, art, and literature to discussions
of material crafts, sailing vessels, medieval horses, and
even neurosurgery.2 Again, the obdurate boundaries of
print hinder the relation of such critical materials to the
specific parts of the TapestIy upon which they comment.

In traditional reproductions, the Tapestry, itself a collocation of word and image, must of necessity be spatially
divorced from any texts of substantial commentary, for,
like the Tapestry, one may pack only so much logos and
imagos into a finite material space.3
Hypennedia authoring, however, poses an interpretative alternative. The Ba)X?UX Tapestry DigitalFdition (here-

after BTDE) creates a more effective architecture of
document display and scholarly annotation through a
customized application of Macromedia Director, a multimedia authoring software environment. 4 This application will nul on Windows or Macintosh operating systems,
on any computer of relatively recent technical vintage, and
it contains provisions for translating its content to a World
Wide Web-friendly fonnat.
In brief, the BTDE digitally reassembles all of the
Tapestry in a continuous scrolling format, and presents
annotations of scholarship precisely keyed to relevant
sections of the textile (image 1). At the heart of the edition's
presentational mode lies a "seamless" reproduction of the

scrollablility to allow the user to delimit exactly the area
of the Tapestry to be studied.
To appropriate Theodor Nelson's terminology, the
BTDE represents an attempt to create, within editorial and
practical limitations, a type of docuverse of the Bayeux
Tapestry, wherein all matter related to the work may be
applied and accessed. 5 However, contra to Nelson's freeflowing conception of the ideal docuverse, wherein all
information would theoretically be democratically connected to all other information as the occasion arose, this
electronic edition attempts to maintain a semblance of
editorial control (and stability) by presenting its material
in a docucentric structure; that is, the majority of navigational choices and scholarly references either depart from
or point to the reassembled Bayeux Tapestry in the main
display area. 6 Inside this fluid yet unific architecture, a hybrid of hypertextual and axial organization, the way that
users of the edition may find and use the information
contained within, operates on three editorial tropes: the
literary, the spatial, and the database?

An .,tate in the ,outhe.,t of England on Bo,ham Channel which
controlled access to the C~hester harbor. three and one· half miles away.
Basham was perhaps the most important and richest estate in Sussex .
M<Nulty (1989.68) reoords thatit was "the equivalent of some 13.000
acres, a hundred times the endowment of most churches."Basham was
originally held by Earl God win Harold', father. and then by Harold
himself. After the cO"luest this estate was controlled by William and
Bishop OobemofExeter. As Bro"" (1985.17) and Wihu .. (1985.
174) observe. no extant so\UCe contemporary with the Tapestry mentions
that Harold departed from Easham on his mission to Nonnandy (see
panels 4·7). though later ohronicle, and ,owoe,. including William of
Malmesbwy( Library: Williant ofMalmeobury (lJ2)) and Library:
WIU:. 1lJ4). do cite Bo,ham. The entIy for 1051 in version E of the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (,ee WhiloJock (1986.121)) ,tates that Bo,ham
was the point of departure fur se\r'eral of the Godwins exiled by King
Edward. and Fowke (1898.27) comments on a legend (from Walter
Map) that Earl Godwin ,tole the manor from the Arohbishop of
Canterbwy by asking him Da miro Barium (" give me the kis, of peace")
and then reinterpreting Barium as " Bosham." McNulty (1989.68)
reports that another Godwin. Harok:l l $ brother Swein lured his cousin
earl Beom to Bosham in oIder to mwder him. On the basis of such
episodes. Bro .... (1977.44). Bro.... (1985.17) and McNulty hove.u
argued that the imlusion of Bosham in the Tapestry implies a further
degree of evil and \reoohery in the c"",""ter and lineage of Harold .
huIo,.: Bo,hem, Harold~ journey to. p ..... l 2: inscription of p ..... l 4:
chwch at p"""l 4. Museum: Bosluun Village CltUl'Ch : £o ..t and
man:>r of. plUlels 5-6: Harold~ landfall at(?) panel 62.

Cliok on the thumbnail map ,hown top right to display a map of the
entire region. Click on this map to close it.

2. The Glossary

Tapestry, which displays approximately seven feet of the
work on screen at one time. Users may click on the forward or backward arrows to scroll the Tapestry in the
desired direction, and may magnify any given section of
the textile up to the level of the actual weave. Even at
maximum magnification, though, the edition maintains its

Literary Models. The events contained within the
Bayeux Tapestry have often been compared to literary
texts--historical chrOnicles, vitae, Old English epics, and
Old French chansons; to no small degree, the BTDE employs editorial strategies found within many literary editions. 8 But in the past the Tapestry has tended to be
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understood artificially through the perceived govemance
of fonnal elements such as its Latin inscriptions and editorially accepted scenic divisions derived from a nineteenth-centuty numbering of the backing linen. Partially
in reaction to the overt dictation of how the meaning of
the Tapestry has been partitioned through later logocentric
structures, the BIDE returns to the ironically more impartial convention of printed editions for a semantic division of the work. In a traditional edition of a long
medieval poem-say, Beowulf-dte way in which the
edited text divides the poetic text conforms more or less
to how many lines may be fit upon a page (possibly,
though not uniformly, excluding endings of understood
thematic divisions, such as stanzas or fitts). What text ends
up on what page therefore is dictated only by the amount
of editorial interpretation which has accrued to it, but not,
importantly, by the content of that interpretation.
Similarly, the BIDE has of mechanical necessity divided the visual matter of the Tapestry into 173 panels
of equal size, with no regard to actual content. The op-

These panels in tum seIVe as visuallexias, navigational
referents for use inside and, hopefully upon publication,
outside the docuverse of this edition. 9
However, as the design of critical apparatus related
to these panels developed, it became apparent that some
concessions had to be made to thematic division, as the
mathematical divisions imposed on the Tapestry often
resulted in the splitting of individual moments of visual
narrative across two panels-a development that hindered
convenient annotation of relevant scholarship. To correct
this, each panel took on a second identity separate from
its mechanical one as its boundaries were reinscribed more
fluidly to define the smallest narrative kernels of the
Tapestry's discourse-tapeme5, if you will. Above the Tapestry runs an English translation of the inscripted Latin
visible on screen that updates to the current panels displayed. Pressing the "Inscriptions" button allows one to
toggle between this translation and a diplomatic Latin
transcription.
Analogous to the lower-margin editorial notations of

A reconstructed view of Westminster
Abbey at the end of the eleventh
century. byW.T. Ball. L""'P1 (1961.12)
argues that the depiction of Westminster
Abbey in p .... l 67 conflates both
exterior and interior features, and
collapses several planes of perspective as
well (see also :Museum: Bosham.). Such
clairns seem to be substantiated by tltis
rendering, which also soows inner and
outer features. albeit from a modem
perspective (compare), See alsopaxel

67 and Museum.: Ju.ut.ieges .

3. The Museum

eration of the electronic edition demands such blind segmentation: for considerations of operational computer
memory, the program simply cannot open up a single
image me of all 230 feet of digitized textile. Rather, tl1e
Tapestry lives in the external data me "pre-sliced" into 173
equal sections, or panels, which the edition then reassembles on the fly into a seamless document as needed.
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a printed literary edition, the Commentary feature opens
up a text window that displays an annotated SUll1maty of
Tapestry scholarship related to the displayed panel, organized around a basic fonnat of description, background,
details, borders, inscriptions and restorations (image 1).
In addition, the Commentary function delineates the thematic boundaries of the tapeme tl1fough a semi-opaque

"cover" on the rest of the Tapestry display that allows
both defmition and relation of the panel's visual content
to the continuous narrative in which it participates. To
facilitate a simple or introductory perusal of the Tapestry's
narrative, the Scenes feature bundles tapemes into a series of thirty-nine thematic episodes and replaces the commentary text window with a brief scenic description.
Pressing one of the "Scenes" arrow buttons sends the
Tapestry scrolling backwards or forwards until the beginning of the next scenic bundle is reached. Of course,
the Scenes feature does recall the proleptic thematic divisions of earlier editors and commentators. Unlike earlier
episodic architectures in print editions, however, a user
may here ignore completely such suggested editorial sequences simply by never using the Scenes buttons.
The scholarly corpus is represented in another literary schema through the Glossary function, which reroutes
the narrative and critical aspects of the Tapestry into categories of People, Places, Events, and Details--in short,
presenting for the user a biographic, geographic, historic,

texts that contain aristocratic personages). like traditional
genealogies, the one in the BIDE graphically explains the
relation of Anglo-Saxon and Nonnan bloodlines and Earl
Harold and Duke William's respective claims to the English throne. Colored lines, of course, help elucidate the
complicated familial relationships between the warring
parties (e.g., lElfgifu-Emma, the mother of King Edward, the previous English king, was the Nonnan duke
William's great aunt, while the same Edward was married to Harold's sister, Edith), as does the interactive nature of the chart; clicking on any name brings up a full
and hyperlinked glossary entry.
Spatial Models. The spatializing function of digital
environments has been well documented; indeed the very
term cyberspace neatly summarizes how the burgeoning
ranks of the digerati understand and locate themselves
within explorations of hypermedial data.1O Not surprisingly, space also selVes a useful conceptual function in the
BIDE, and provides not only locative guidance to
hypertext navigation, but also epistemological anchors.

Exoerpt from WJ.l.tiam of JUl\\ieges'Gesta. Norma1'!1Iorum Ducem ("Deeds of the
NOIman ~odeIS "). with intorpolations and odditions by OnIeric Vita]is ond
Robert ofTorigni.
Ed WOld. king of the English. by the will of God having no heir. had in the post
sent Robert. axchbisoop ofCanterbwy to the duke. William. to appoint him
heir to the kingdom given to him by God.! But he also. at a Iator dato. sent to
him Harold. the sreatest of all earls in his realm in wealth. honour and. pO'W'er,
that he should swear fealty to the duke ooncerrting his OlOwn and. according
to the Christian c ustom. pledge it with oaths. When Harold set out on Uris
nUssion sailinB across the sea. he landed in Fbnthleu. where he fell into the
hond, of Guy. oount of Abbeville. who instantly oaptured him and his men and
threw him into prison. When the duke heard. this he sent envoys and under
PIe5Sure hod himset~ .2
Aller Harold had stayed with him for some time and hod sworn ~alty to him
about the kingdom with many oaths he sent him back to the king with many
ills.

Jle made Harold stay mth hirn for som~ time lVf.d too" rom on an experutto'lt
a.gai.1tst the Breton!. The'! ,.,-'tet Harold ha:i SH.IO.7'1 jedty to /Urn aho:.tt t~
1d1t8,iom. with ",my oaths he prot'!:i:ed ;'.J ,~ thai he would give r.1m rJs
c!au8hteT MeliUJ. with halfthe 1d1tsdoI::. cf bt.E;lalfd. LataT;'.6 rent him ba;;!,
to the fan,8l411th many ffifts but kept ~'U r.ostaqe his .Iuutd!ome brother
lIIul/'noth.3
At length having oompletod his fortunato we. Ed WOld departed ftom this world
in the year of the Lord 1065.4 WheIeupon Horold immediately seized Edward's
kingdom thus pe~uring the ~alty be hod sworn to the duke . The duke then
instantly despatched messengers to Harold urging him to teOClunce this act of
folly and with worthy submission ~p the faith whioh he hod pledged with an
oath. But Horold not only disdained to listen he even unfaithfully turned all
English people against him After Gruffydd. ian8 of the Wel,h. had been ,l<un
by the enemy', ,ward. Harold marrted /U, becwttful >toidow Edtth. dcw8hier of .
the weU·/mown Earl £lf8ar.5 At thet time a star appealed in the north-wesl
:
its tiuee-forked tail stretched far into the southern sky remaining visible for
.
fifteen days : am it portended. as
. . a ohange in some kingdom.6
FurthermoIe. the duke sent Earl
. but Harold's fleet fomefully
drove him
safely or retwninS

4. Mosuo\lJ'Ce! set!dvard', dee.lbon the eve
of 1he Epil'lwIy(Jon1l4I)l5). 1066, end hi>
bUJial the next day, though the Viza iEd:wardi
records the date of Edwml 's death a:I Januuy
4. Se. B ..Io. (1992 . 124, n. 329) for
discussion of the da1irl&:.

5. The interpolation makes for a coruu:sed
cbronoqy; Harold likely rnmied his second
vUe Edith, WO luIovn as Aldi1hA (not 10 be
confused vim Herokl 's fir3t we . Edith
"Svan·neck.") between A'I.I&:U3t, 1063 0lId
1066 (,.. Walbr (1997, 116-117».

6. ct. poel 76.

HaIaId Fairhair

4. The Library

cultural, material, and artistic lexicon of the Bayeux Tapestry (image 2). Each Glossary entry also in tum functions
as a hyperindex, linking the user to lexias in areas of the
program that pertain to the glossary entry. The glossary
entries under "People" also occur in the program's genealogy (another mainstay of literary editions of medieval

On one level, spatial consideration of the Tapestry
reminds the user of the Tapestry's original linear narrative progression but multilinear display and reception. It
is almost assured that in its original context, the Tapestry
was designed to be hung in large rectangular rooms, such
as an Anglo-Saxon hall or a part of a cathedral or moJune 2001 / DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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nastic community. In such an environment, the Tapestly
accrues monumental status, and spectators may access any
section of the work's pictorial narrative from a single but
shifting point of perspective. ll 1brough this specular setting, the Tapestly itself takes on hypertextual aspects, as
viewers may make connections across the space of display, breaking the dominant linear movement of the
textile's central narrative. With a similar break from the
basic, perhaps by this moment in the Tapestry's printed
history, the expected linearity, the Outline feature of the
BIDE reproduces all of the Tapestry's narrative on a single
lined space below the main display area, granting instant
access to any and all points on the Tapestly (image 1).
The features mentioned in the discussion of literary
models-the Commentary, Glossary, and so forth--open
in the program without losing visual contact with the
Tapestly itself, which is at worst simply subordinated to
the background behind a darkened layer (image 2). However, a number of the edition's features require the entire
screen space for effective displays of their content, and

The Museum, for instance, houses visual analogues
to material found in the Tapestly-manuscript illuminations, archaeological remains, cultural artifacts, artistic
composites, modem historical re-creations, and so forth
(image 3), Inside the Museum, the user may compare a
given image to the relevant section of the Tapestry either
by toggling between the image (to allow for maximum
display size) or by splitting the screen with both museum
item and comparison (to allow simultaneous review). In
a similar manner, the library holds mini-editions of seventeen textual analogues to the Tapestry written within one
hundred years of the Battle of Hastings (image 4). Each
textual work or excerpt covers material that chronologically parallels the narrative of the Tapestly, from Harold's
1064 mission to Normandy to William's coronation on
Christmas of 1066 (the generally agreed-upon ending of
the last six or seven feet of the Tapestly, no longer extant). The literary coverage in the library thus shows not
only the possible effect of literary source materials upon
the creation of the Tapestly's narrative, but also the role

5. Facsimiles

thus necessitate a virtual leaving of d1e Tapestly and traveling to another "space." 1bree of these alternate areas
of the program, however, also constitute realms of information which reference but do not directly derive
from the Bayeux Tapestly itself; the "outsider" nature of
these areas' content supports their virtual configuration
as other spatial domains.
38
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the Tapestly itself may have played as an active cultural
agent and source for later literary documents. library items
have been re-edited with scholarly notes that evaluate individual texts with specific hyper-references back to the
Tapestly itself. Additionally, each library item contains a
. basic introduction and bibliography.
The Facsimile area reproduces three important fac-

similes of the Tapestry, all constructed before the era of
high-quality photographic reproduction: the 1730 engravings of Bernard Montfaucon, the 1818 watercolors of
Charles Stothard, and the 1885 woven facsimile of the
Leek Embroidery Society (image 5), 12 The first two facsimiles are especially vital for a detailed study of the Tapestry as they were manufactured before the extensive
restorations of the textile by French conservators in the
1840s, and are useful for showing how many of the conjectured readings of damaged sections of the Tapestry
have been subsequently restored as "fact. "13 Each facsimile uses the scrolling, zooming and outline conventions
familiar to the user from the main Tapestry section, and
users may compare a specmc section of a reproduction
to other facsimiles or the Tapestry itself by choosing the
appropriate item under the pop-up Facsimile menu.
The Map feature in the BIDE certainly also concerns
aspects of space, though it liminally occupies the boundary between the literary and spatial models operating in
the program (image 6). Though the Map is not a space

estry and the ability to click on any location to access an
informative text window. Further, this map also translates
the central political narrative of the textile into a geographic
discourse; users may step through the progression of the
Tapestry in a fashion reminiscent of the animated travel
maps featured in old adventure Hlrns. At the end of this
cartographic journey, the user anives at (or can jump ahead
to) a representation of the terrain of the Battle of Hastings.
Here, one can open the third level of spatial representation, QTVR panoramic videos from two loci on the
Norman battle line, with a textual commentary that references the viewer to sites depicted in the Tapestry (image 7).
Database Models. The BIDE compresses and networks a considerable amount of data on the Bayeux
Tapestry, but as William Horton has remarked, simply
"putting a million facts on-line in an intricately linked structure is not communication" (312). The editorial bias of
the program-how the BTDE orchestrates semantic
connections between the bits of knowledge includedmaintains one strategy of communication. Database fea-

6. Map

separate from the Tapestry-like the Glossary or the
Genealogy it opens up on top of the Tapestry, still visible underneath-it contains three discrete levels that
respatialize narrative material found in the textile in iterative yet distinct ways. The immediate hmction of the map
matches the Genealogy by providing a graphic representation of the geographic milieu of the events of tl1e Tap-

tures, however, give the user the power to reconfigure,
albeit in a lin1ited manner, the architecture in which the
program's content is organized and accessed. Each textuallexias in the progran1 is stored as an external html fIle;
these fIles in turn are compiled into a database fIle which
may be searched through standard Boolean operands. The
Search feature in the BIDE allows users to dictate the
June 2001/ DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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epistemology of the program by giving them the ability
to choose both the terms and the areas of the program
to be scanned (image 8). In response to a search query,
the program generates a custom hyperindex, the entries
in which may be first previewed and then used to jump
to the site that contains the desired lexias. The Bibliography site provides a similar search feature but is limited to
the 350+ itemized list of scholarship the edition references.
In this area, users may search the list for a keyword, and
the result will highlight all instances of the desired term in
blue on the bibliography ftle, making the text easy to scan
for results. The Bibliography site also functions as a
"round-up" of all the individual bibliographic citations
accessible in the rest of the program. In any text me, a
bold-faced name may be clicked to open a text window
of the full bibliographic reference cited (image 1).
The Slideshow feature grants users further control
over the content of the edition by allowing them, in essence, to create an individualized and parochial presentational database of the Tapestry's narrative. Through the

DigitalEdition, I found myself confronted with the regrettable lacuna between theoretical possibility and possible
praxis. Nevertheless, within the practical restrictions of
what can be achieved with a small team and limited funding, the design of the BTDE seeks to depart from the
closed space of the printed literary edition even as it draws
inspiration from this precedent form. One of the theoretical goals of the BTDE is total extensibility, that is, the
ability to add any sort of informational data into the
edition, and the concurrent ability of the program to adjust
to these new data. To this end, the informational architecture of the edition has been designed so that almost
all of the data are stored external to the parent application as text, htrnl, and jpeg meso The hope is to provide
the end user with a data set that, when copied to a writable drive, will become wholly customizable, from the
scholarly commentary included to the images stored in
the museum. Such a framework will render the edition
not only extensible, but updatable as well, as users will be
able to include new scholarship or alternative interpreta-

On opening , thi:!! video shoYS the v1evfrom the vest end of the NonnM. b",ttle line , on the bversbpes of

Senlac hill (vhere WillieJn', Bre'='n troop, would have ' nod), looking northta:st ec ~s the NOIl'lW\line eM
wo forwud t:nrard" the English pOSition. TIll! crenell&.1ed toYeD t:l the left 1m part of lod, ing! bullt for
Eli28,beth II . To the right of these tlveI3 , beyond ~ l8:rge tree , i31he approximate positioner 1he ceutefof
the Enelish line , vhel! Harold vouk1 have originally sblOd vith ~ s18J'U1ard .

Ro18:te the video to the left. To the len of the lode: ~ . be)Ond the trees . ~ the position of the vest end of the
Engll!h battle line MId then the wooded area inn "..m:h Harold '! troops would have fled at the end of the
battle (:lee poeb 172-173). Continue to ro1a1e t> the left. On the other side of the line of WI tree3 is the

location of the marshy e.rea where some English, trapped outside their position, may have made a brief
defence (the so-called -malto33e"episode -- see pue1 157) . Relating further, the slope l) 1:he bommof the
hill becomes appe.rent. The treeline off in the dis1aIW:e is the area Ul the south of the batUefield , and. contained
a lov-lyin&: 1MI3h and , fUIther '10 the left, the road. 3OU1hee.:H 1O TeDlam Hill.

7. Views and Commentary

Slideshow, one can choose an ordered presentation of
Tapestry panels, thus reordering the narrative of the Tapestry through automated display and creating a new linear progression customized to a specific set of
pedagogical goals (e.g., a classroom lecture or conference
paper).
Editorial Issues. In designing the Bayeu.x Tapestry
40
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tions of the Tapestry as they see fit.
The designed extensibility of the BTDE is only the
most outward sign of my editorial goal of avoiding-to
the extent that such a product may be avoided-an edition that promotes a "clear-text" strategy, that is, an edition that operates under the rubric of monologic
hermeneutic authority. 14 Among others, Teny Harpold

has elucidated the ability of hypertext fiction to house variegated versions of a never-centered narrative, the existence of which is contingent upon the hypertext reader's
own discursive divagations. 1) Versioning, of course, is
something near and dear to a medievalist's heart; stemrnatic
manuscript studies served as one of the cornerstones of
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-centwy medieval literaty studies. 16 By attempting to assemble all the textual
variants of the Canterbury Tales in a single aoss-referenced
but normalized text, seminal Chaucerians J. M. Manley and
E. Rickert approached Chaucer's oeuvre as Thomas
Aquinas might have-catalogue and encyclopedize all one
can fmd on a phenomenon in order to come as close to
knowing by knowing the knowledge of this entity as is humanly possible. 17 Of course, canying the analogy to its
overdetermined conclusion, viewing Manley and Rickert's
textual project through a Thomistic lens has the unavoidable effect of placing Geoffrey Chaucer in the symbolic
role of author-God: all powerful but, fittingly, ultimately
unknowable. To Post Structural or New Historical out-

*

*

Caie, however, have proposed a marriage of manuscript
versioning and hypertext technology, not to construct a
more efficient and comprehensive model of older
versioning projects, but to evolve them-in Machan's
words to "cooperate in the construction of a past that is
... conceptually rooted in and technologically enabled by
the present" (312).
Unlike the Canterbury Tales, there is, of course, only
one physical document of medieval production that may
safely be called the Bayeux Tapestry. But I would like to
suggest that the combination of the Bayeux Tapestry Digital Edition's variorum-like annotation of 250 years of
Tapestry scholarship and divergent critical arguments with
a docucentric yet (for the most part) interpretatively unfocused hypertextual apparatus facilitates a kind of critical versioning. In essence, the BIDE enhances the ability
to produce multiple versions of the Tapestry simultaneously, realized through the user's interaction with the oftconflicted readings presented in the body of commentary.
A single user's exploration of the BIDE creates the po-

ComMntary : PaMl 27 (1 Hits)
found in £il. : DA.TA \<:orMnent\com2 7 . h.tm
Com~ntary : PaMI 5 (1 Hits)
found in .file ; DhTA\COf'(,ftlent \c.,mS . ht.h)

* Commenta.ry : PaMl 56 (1 Hits)
found in til. : DA.TA \COOilftent \;::om56 . :tltll

*

ComMntary : PaMl 60 ( 1 Hits )
found in .tile : DATA\(;oMJMont'\com60 . htm

~
Tvo spear-vieldin&: men with Arl(lo-Saxon hairtu~ but no
~ 2:aze

on ~oath-t8JWl&: . The fir:5tpoints tovard"

.H ~.!4. vhile the body of the second i!I turned 80S if b b08J'd the
departi.ng boat in the next ps.nel. Decorative bUds rmd 8J"Linlal$ popula1e
the borders

8. Search Function

looks, such attempts are disingenuous at the root: no
medieval reader had all the versions of Chaucer in front
of him, and attempts to "fmd" Chaucer's text in editorial
amalgams speak more to the historicizing force of the
present than its reclainunt powers.
Recent scholars such as William Machan and Graham

tential in one program for an infmite number of combinations of summary understandings of the content of the
eleventh-century textile and its narrative. Of course, some
authorial hand still survives in the construction of the
hypertext scholarship. The way information has been classified and links to other information, and the way the lanJune 2001 / DOCUMENTARY EDITING
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guage in which this aitical corpus has been arlnotated, all
must contribute to an ideological bias of production and
reception in the same way that the decision to place the
Tapestry itself at the center of this limited docuverse artificially heightens the import of one medieval document
in relation to all the others the edition contains.
The apparently straightforward plasticity of such
editorial biases, however, is easily dismantled when considered in relation to the hypertext reader's individual
experience. As the reader works through the electronic
edition, he or she constructs from assumptions of cognition and belief a new narrative on top of that which is
the object of study. D. H. Jonassen has hypothesized that
the navigation of "hypertext mimics the associative networks of human memory," while Jakob Nielsen has described hypertexts as "belief networks"; I submit that
both defmitions are valid only if they are understood to
be reciprocal. 18 Hypertext promises the user cognitive affinity--click on a link to arrive at information that carries
relative significance. The belief in this affinity, in this natural mimicry of desired congruence of signifier and signified, operates always-already in conjunction with the
proleptic direction of the link's content The ritual of clicking on the bolded or colored text in the edition's text fields
which take the user to museum items, library texts, glossary items, and so forth is the ritual that creates the new
narratives of the Bayeux Tapestry. These narratives are
directed yet organic; they are not wholly of either user or
editor. The fluid format of hypertext makes the always
reconstructed nature of the Tapestry's meaning simply
more plain by explicitly offering the opportunity to understand the textile differently from visit to visit in a way
that traditional printed texts may not.
Barring the realization of a truly extensible version,
each time one returns to the BIDE of course the editorial pathways remain fixed; but the ways in which interpretive routes may be followed remain incalculable. My
final suggestion is that while a hypermedia edition of the
Bayeux Tapestry must considerably transform the reception of the material object and its layered narratives, it also
recaptures, if only by analogy, a sense that the Tapestry
itself was a multimedia document in which meaning was
found through a shifting collusion of space, location,
image, text, border, and perhaps even sound. 19 An eleventh-century viewer immersed him or herself inside the
Tapestry; the document hung on four walls and surrounded the spectator in a way no printed reproduction
can, and challenged the viewer to interpret it backwards
and forwards, to understand it across the vertical axis of
border and central narrative, and to make visual connec42
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tions between sections of the Tapestry connected only by
gaps, by the physical space the textile enveloped. 20 In the
original physical context of the Bayeux Tapestry's display,
this real gap between text and "reader" afforded meaning contingent not only upon a single linear narrative
progression, but, like hypertext, upon the consideration
of multiple narrative lines. As we now struggle to understand the width and breadth of the Tapestry's discourse,
it must be with the due knowledge of how its layers of
expression can change with shifts in perspective, be they
spatial or aitical in nature.

Notes
1. See Wilson (1985) and Bernstein (1986), respectively.
2. E.g., Brown (1988), iterns 352, 359, 385-87, among dozens
of others; Keefer (1996), and Sullivan et al. (1999).
3. See Foys (1999).
4. hn;p://www.macromedia.com
5. See Landow and Delany (1991), p. 5, ultimately derived
from Nelson (1987).
6. I have appropriated the term docucentric from David R.
Chesnutt's presentation "Content or Context? Dollars versus Sense
in Documentary Editions," at the 2000 meeting of the ADE.
7. On axial configurations of textual material, see Landow
(1997),49-51.
8. E.g., Owen-Crocker (1998), Dodwell (1966), and Drogeriet
(962); see discussion in Foys (1999).
9. On the use of lexiasto denote separate but linked blocks of
text, see Landow (1997),64-65, who derives his usage from Roland
Barthes.
10. Cf. Murray (1997), 79-83, 129-30, and Rosello (1994),
130--32.
11. Brilliant (997).
12. For a brief introduction to these reproductions, see Brown
(1988),6-14, and, for the Leek Embroidery, Jacques (1990).
13. On restorations, see Dawson (1907).
14. Cf. Machan (1994) and his use of McGann (983).
15. Harpold (994), esp. 210--13.
16. On versioning, see Machan (994), esp. 301-03.
17. Manley and Rickert (1940). For a description and
discussion of their editorial project, see Caie (2000).
18. Jonassen quoted in McKnight, Dillon, and Richardson
(1991),95; Nielsen quoted in Harpold (1994), 194.
19. Brilliant (997) argues for a verbal interlocutor who
explains and/or performs the narrative of the Tapestry for viewers.
20. For understandable issues of safety and environmental
control, Le Centre Guillaume Conquerant in Bayeux no longer
displays the BayeuxTapestry around four walls. Rather, the textile is
now housed on one wall in a horseshoe shaped hallway that allows
for centralized air conditioning and rapid emergency storage. The
ironic result, however, is that it is now impossible to experience the
Tapestry in its original spatial environs.
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''DolJarsandSense''continuedjromp.33
would limit the number of times that scholarly editions
can be funded. Meanwhile publishers have not adequately
negotiated their roles in this new environment. Commercial publishers have been too ready to compromise longterm viability and scholarly thoroughness for short-term
goals, and university presses have been slow to engage
with electronic publishing perhaps because of concerns
about the learning curve and the costs of web publishing. I am heartened, however, about the new developments involving 1A1H and the University Press of Virginia.
With help from a million-dollar grant from the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation, the Press is in the process of developing a digital imprint. Part of the grant money is
explicitly earmarked to support and document experimentation with various business models for web publishing.
Ideally, the Press, working with scholarly editors, will find
a way to continue to deliver material free of charge while
at the same time charging enough for particular kinds of
services--use of robust search engines, for example-to sustain projects. Collectively, we need to find a way to
succeed. Otherwise, the model of no-cost consumption
could have the hidden cost of severely restricting what it
is possible to accomplish in terms of large-scale electronic
scholarly editing.
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